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Original Article

Correlations between Muscle Mass, Muscle Strength, Physical 
Performance, and Muscle Fatigue Resistance in Community-Dwelling 
Elderly Subjects
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Abstract  Objective: To determine the correlations between muscle mass, muscle 
strength, physical performance, and muscle fatigue resistance in community-
dwelling elderly people in order to elucidate factors which contribute to 
elderly’s performance of daily activities.

  Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on community-dwelling 
elderly in Bandung from September to December 2014. One hundred and 
thirty elderly, 60 years old or above, were evaluated using bioelectrical 
impedance analysis to measure muscle mass; grip strength to measure 
muscle strength and muscle fatigue resistance; habitual gait speed to measure 
physical performance; and Global Physical Activity Questionnaire (GPAQ) to 
assess physical activity.

 
 Results: There were significant positive correlations between muscle 

mass (r=0,27, p=0,0019), muscle strength (r=0,26, p=0,0024), and physical 
performance (r=0,32, p=0,0002) with muscle fatigue resistance. Physical 
performance has the highest correlation based on multiple regression test 
(p=0,0025).  In association with muscle mass, the physical activity showed a 
significant positive correlation (r=0,42, p=0,0000). Sarcopenia was identified 
in 19 (14.61%) of 130 subjects.  

 
 Conclusions: It is suggested that muscle mass, muscle strength, and physical 

performance influence muscle fatigue resistance.
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Introduction 

One of the most serious consequences of ageing 
is its effects on skeletal muscle; particularly in 
the form of progressive loss of muscle mass and 
function which impacts the quality of life, and, 
ultimately, survival.1 In 1989, Irwin Rosenberg 
proposed the term ‘sarcopenia’ (Greek ‘sarx’ 
or flesh and ‘penia’ or loss) to describe age-
related decrease of muscle mass.2 European 
Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older People 
(EWGSOP) defines sarcopenia as a syndrome 
characterized by progressive and generalized 

loss of skeletal muscle mass and strength with 
a risk of adverse outcomes, such as physical 
disability, poor quality of life, and death. The 
operational definition recommends using the 
presence of both low muscle mass and low 
muscle function (strength or performance) for 
the diagnosis of sarcopenia.3

Some of the mechanisms and determinants 
involved in muscle wasting during ageing 
involve hormonal changes.1 Several studies 
have indicated age-related endocrine defects 
such as decreases in anabolic hormones such 
as testosterone, estrogen, growth hormone 
(GH), and insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I).4 
Contributors to the aging-related loss of muscle 
mass are also explained by oxidative stress 
that may lead to an alteration in the balance 
between mitochondrial fission and fusion as 
well as the activation of the apoptotic pathway.  
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